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ABSTRACT

Transcription factors (TFs) are key components in
signaling pathways, and the presence of their bind-
ing sites in the promoter regions of DNA is essential
for their regulation of the expression of the corre-
sponding genes. Orthologous promoter sequences
are commonly used to increase the specificity with
which potentially functional transcription factor
binding sites (TFBSs) are recognized and to detect
possibly important similarities or differences
between the different species. The ConTra (con-
served TFBSs) web server provides the biologist at
the bench with a user-friendly tool to interactively
visualize TFBSs predicted using either TransFac (1)
or JASPAR (2) position weight matrix libraries, on a
promoter alignment of choice. The visualization can
be preceded by a simple scoring analysis to explore
which TFs are the most likely to bind to the promoter
of interest. The ConTra web server is available at
http://bioit.dmbr.ugent.be/ConTra/index.php.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, context-specific changes in gene expression
levels can be easily monitored on a genome-wide scale by
using microarray analysis and serial analysis of gene
expression, but the molecular mechanisms and the specific
transcription factors (TFs) that drive those specific
changes remain unknown in most cases. Identification of
the components and mechanisms of signaling pathways is
a slow process that inevitably involves a strategy of trial-
and-error. Therefore, in silico prediction of the compo-
nents before and during the identification process is highly
desirable.
In silico approaches estimate that there are about 2000

human TFs (3), of which about 800 have been

characterized to varying degrees. For many of them,
information on DNA-binding sites is available, allowing
the modeling of binding characteristics to a reasonable
extent. The most commonly used model for TF binding
specificity is the position weight matrix (PWM), although
it does not account for potential position dependencies
within a transcription factor binding site (TFBS) (4).

When a PWM or even a more advanced model such as a
hidden Markov model (HMM) is used to predict binding
sites for a specific TF, the results include a very large
proportion of false positives. The reason is that TFBSs are
very short, often between 6 and 15 nt, and tolerate
relatively high degrees of degeneracy in the sequence.
The use of orthologous sequences to find conserved and,
therefore, potentially functional TFBSs is called phylo-
genetic footprinting. This in silico technique is commonly
and successfully used in combination with the PWM
model to reduce its rate of false positive predictions. The
main difficulties of this kind of approach lie in correct
aligning regulatory elements in promoter sequences that
might have diverged a lot during evolution (5).

Comparison of predicted TFBSs in one species with
those of other species is not only used to reduce the number
of false positive predictions, but also can be a goal in its
own right. It is now widely accepted that many differences
in animal morphology are due to specific changes in
sequences that control gene expression, especially during
development (6). Consequently, one expects to find impor-
tant differences between species in the presence and
position of TFBSs.

Conservation of a TFBS among several species
observed in a multiple alignment is not proof that it is
functional. Neither is the conservation of a TFBS required
for functionality, because differences between species
are at least as biologically important as the similarities.
Furthermore, the apparent lack of conservation might not
have biological reasons, but could result from ‘incorrect’
alignment. Thus, although systematic hard conclusions
are extremely difficult to make, proper display of predicted
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sites in several possible alignments would certainly be of
help to the biologist seeking to generate or support a
hypothesis.

Despite the availability of a number of web tools that
offer phylogenetic footprinting together with some visua-
lization interface, the biologist at the bench still lacks a
compact and user-friendly tool that suggests answers to
a regularly recurring question. ConTra, the web tool
presented in this article, offers interactive visualization of
all predicted sites for selected TFs on aligned sequences of
orthologous promoters. ConTra works per alternative
promoter to facilitate detection of their differences or
similarities. Furthermore, a simple scoring analysis can be
applied before visualization to identify the TFs that are
most likely to bind the promoter(s) of interest.

APPROACH AND FEATURES

ConTra enables easy and fast look-up of all known
transcripts related to the human gene(s) or transcript(s) of
interest, given by gene name, gene symbol, Ensembl gene
id, Entrez gene id, RefSeq transcript id or Ensembl
transcript id. The results are fully linked to NCBI (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), UCSC (http://genome.ucsc.edu/)
and Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org/).

Transcripts are grouped according to transcription start
site (TSS), and each group can be analyzed separately.
This important feature of ConTra differentiates it from
most other web tools that provide only one promoter per
gene for analysis. The potential importance of alternative
promoter regulation is exemplified by an alternative
promoter of the DICER1 gene. The TSS of the DICER1
transcript NM_030621, predominantly expressed in breast
tissue (7), is positioned more than 16 kb upstream from
the TSS of the transcript NM_177438, which has been
reported to be predominantly expressed in several other
tissues (8). It is very likely that some important differences
in the spectrum of TFBSs between the two promoters are
causing the observed transcript proportion differences in
different tissues, and ConTra could help to start exploring
these differences. The transcriptional regulation of the
DICER1 transcripts is further discussed in the supple-
mental data document nr 1.

For every group of transcripts that has been selected,
available qualitative pairwise and multiple alignments on
man from Ensembl or UCSC are offered to choose from,
and they can be retrieved by simple selection. Offered
alignments include the multiz 17-way and 28-way multiple
alignments from UCSC (9,10). The 28-way alignment has
been produced recently and has been proven powerful
for exploring vertebrate and mammalian evolution (11).
Other offered alignments are the Pecan (http://www.ebi.ac.
uk/�bjp/pecan/) 7-mammals and 10-amniota-vertebrates
multiple alignments from Ensembl. The Pecan algorithm
has been shown to be one of the best algorithms in terms of
specificity and sensitivity (12). ConTra also offers most
available pairwise blastz-net alignments on man from
UCSC (13,14). The premade alignments offered by ConTra
always have the human promoter sequence as the reference
sequence because in our experience these alignments are

the most frequently asked for. However, users can upload
in fasta format their own alignment files with any other
reference species. This upload feature also allows the use of
alignment types other than those provided. We also plan to
enable the upload of own PWMs in order to expand the
series of TFs for which predicted binding sites can be
visualized.
All potential TFBSs are determined independently for

each orthologous promoter using ‘vertebrate’ PWMs from
the most recent versions of TransFac (1) or JASPAR (2).
We have chosen to visualize TFBSs predicted by the
simple, often used PWM system as is. Restricting the
predicted TFBSs to only those that are phylogenetically
conserved or taking into account extra features such as
clustering tendency (15) or distance from TSS (16) would
produce less false positive predictions. However, these
filters would also, respectively, create a bias of the true
positive predictions towards conserved TFBSs or towards
TFBSs that meet the theoretical assumptions of models
developed with too little experimental data. Prediction of
TFBSs must and can be improved a lot, but much more
experimental data needs to be really available, not just
dispersed throughout scientific literature. Recently a few
databases were designed that are suitable to contain
complex regulatory data, namely ORegAnno and Pazar
(17,18), and biologists are strongly encouraged to deposit
their regulatory findings in these databases.
The parameters that can be set are the length of

upstream promoter sequences and the thresholds for
PWMs that correspond to the stringency to be used
when predicting TFBSs.
The visualization of predicted TFBSs in HTML allows

Javascript user interaction that is similar to the interac-
tion provided by Jalview, a freely downloadable Java
alignment editor (19). The interaction is crucial to keep
visualization compact and interpretable. It also facilitates
observation of potential coincident binding of several TFs
and hence possible coregulation. Files needed for cus-
tomized Jalview visualization, which is suitable for publi-
cation purposes, are provided as well. The results also
include an overview picture for every promoter alignment.
ConTra provides links to experimentally defined bind-

ing sites in the selected promoter region when these are
available in ORegAnno (17).
A typical output of ConTra visualization is depicted

in Figure 1. More ConTra visualizations of experi-
mentally proven TFBSs are linked from the ConTra doc
page at http://bioit.dmbr.ugent.be/ConTra/contradoc.
php#examples. This collection of examples will be
expanded continuously.
The other part of ConTra, the exploration part, predicts

which TFs are most likely to bind to the given pro-
moter sequence(s). This prediction is done by using a
simple, intuitive but effective score that takes into account
the number of predicted binding sites, the extent of
phylogenetic conservation, the distance from the TSS,
the proportion of conserved predicted TFBSs and the
information content (IC) of the predicting PWM. This
likelihood score for promoter regulation is calculated for
each PWM from both TransFac and JASPAR (CORE
and phyloFACTS). For every promoter sequence, the top
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100 best ranked PWMs are given, a selection of which can
be directly forwarded to the visualization part. Predicting
which TFs regulate the gene of interest is an extremely
difficult task. The exploration part is mainly intended to
give an idea of which TFs are more likely to bind to the
promoter and thus to indicate the PWMs for which
visualization of predicted TFBSs could be interesting.
In the supplemental data document nr 1 we show that the
exploration results seem to be biologically meaningful.
We start with the extensively described promoter of the
IL2 gene, encoding interleukin-2. Most experimentally
defined TFBSs described in the literature are ranked at
the top of the full list delivered by the ConTra exploration.
The second example uses the promoter of MX1

(myxovirus resistance 1), which has two interferon-
stimulated response element (ISRE) sites known to be
crucial for its expression. The PWMs corresponding to
TFs that bind to ISRE sites appear in the top of the
resulting list. The third example considers the exploration
of the promoter of the DICER1 gene, for which, as far as
we know, no transcription regulation experiments have
been described in the literature. Those results are intrigu-
ing in that they might be correlated with recent findings
showing that miRNAs involved in cancer are regulated
by TFs already known to play a role in cancerous
processes (21).

Several other web tools provide information about
TFBSs predicted by PWMs (or HMMs) in the context of

Figure 1. Visualization of the predicted TFBSs for TFs AP-2, CCAAT box, E-BOX and GC box in the multiz 28-way alignment of the promoter of
the E-cadherin transcript NM_004360. The results are exactly as described by Comijn et al. (20).
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(multiple) promoter alignments. The supplemental data
document nr 2 lists those web tools with their features. We
think ConTra competes well with the other tools in this
list as it is a compact and user-friendly web tool that
provides the biologist at the bench with useful visualization
of predicted TFBSs in a cross-species alignment context.
The alignments are automatically fetched and contain up
to 28 species. ConTra works per alternative promoter and
is flexible with respect to promoter length, alignment type
and PWM prediction stringency. Also important are the
up-to-date PWM libraries of TransFac and JASPAR.

IMPLEMENTATION

Making input user-friendly was accomplished by the
integration of resources from HGNC (22), UCSC and
Ensembl. The alignment retrieval feature was implemen-
ted by perl scripts using data from the ‘golden path’
of UCSC (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/
hg18/) and the program axtAndBed from the UCSC
genome browser source code, or by perl scripts using the
Ensembl Compara perl API.

The PWM libraries used by ConTra contain 101
‘vertebrate’ matrices from the latest JASPAR CORE
database, 174 matrices from JASPAR phyloFACTS data-
base and a nonredundant selection of 214 matrices from
one of the latest TransFac database versions (11.4).

Jalview (19) is used to create an overview picture of each
promoter alignment, whereas the dynamic view of pre-
dicted TFBSs in the HTML-embedded promoter align-
ments is accomplished by Javascript changing CSS
properties.

The likelihood score for promoter regulation of each
PWM in the exploration part is obtained by an accumu-
lation of the weights of its predicted TFBSs on the
reference sequence. The weight of a predicted TFBS
depends mainly on the extent of phylogenetic conserva-
tion, which is determined by the number of species with a
predicted TFBS for the same PWM at about the same
position and by the conservation extent of that position.
This simply represents the basic concept behind phylo-
genetic footprinting, i.e. cross-species conserved TFBSs
are more likely to be functional compared to noncon-
served ones. We do not require that the TFBS is conserved
at exactly the same place. The score even rises if TFBSs
predicted by the same PWM are near each other, because
of the frequently observed presence of homotypic clusters
of functional sites and weak ‘shadow’ sites around them
(23). Another factor influencing the weight of a predicted
TFBS is the distance to the TSS. This is supported by
findings of ref. (16), which prove that functional TFBSs
are mainly situated in the first 200 nt upstream of the TSS.
Continuous high ranking of PWMs with a rather bad
quality, i.e. predicting many false positives, is avoided by
having the IC of the predicting PWM influence the weight
of each predicted TFBS. For the same reason, the
accumulated amount of weights is divided by a factor
proportional to the number of nonconserved predicted
TFBSs. The scoring formula is given as pseudocode in the
supplemental data document nr 3.
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